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Leadership
Light for others

Leadership - Light for others 
Leadership - shining the light for others.  
Guidance, inspiration. 
My father asked me to be better than him - became bedrock principle - guiding philosophy. My father shone the light for me. Leads to… succession.



Succession
Sudden cause… or blind leap of faith.

Succession - I can imagine only by sudden cause… or blind leap of faith. 
I have not thought of this before. 
Why not use the same principle as my father having inspired me, in the workplace? Challenge your managers to do better. Expect them to do better.



Women
50% of my top management 

is women, but can they 
compete in this culture?

Women - 50% of my top management is women, but can they compete in this culture? 
Can my next female CEO successfully negotiate with the male-dominated cultures at my clients’ workplaces? Will she meet their expectations?  
I believe it’s possible, because I have not joined the Boys Club (golf, entertaining clients), yet through our company’s innovation, service, integrity and 
technical strengths, we have succeeded.



Variations
Changing trends… landscapes…

Variations - Changing trends… landscapes… 
The economy and indeed the country changing so rapidly. Core leadership qualities remain the same, but different skillsets are needed. Language, 
technology, culture.



Challenges
Organizational weaknesses… unpreparedness

Challenges - Organizational weaknesses… unpreparedness 
- Lacking leadership development strategy 
- Executing the strategy will be difficult 
- No succession plans in place 
-



A Different Leader
It’s okay for the next leader to be different

A Different Leader - It’s okay for the next leader to be different. 
I’ve accepted that the next leader will be different. He may not be the innovative, risk-taking entrepreneur. She may not make public speeches or have 
tens of thousands of followers on social media. 
As long as the next leader: 
- motivates her subordinates… 
- challenges them to compete but coordinates different teams to work together on organizational objectives 
- shines the way for the future leader 
-



Thank you.



Grazie



धन्यवाद



ありがとうございました
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